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On the Quxaterncary Linear Homogeneous Group and 
the Ternary Linear Fractionat Group. 

BY T. M. PUTNAM. 

? 1 .-INTRODUCTION. 

The general group of linear homogeneous substitutions on m indices, with 
coefficients arbitrary marks of a Galois field such that the determinant is unity, 
contains an invariant subgroup made up of all those substitutions that. 
multiply every index by an mth root of unity in the field. If d = [m, - 1], 

then the equation Xm = 1 has just d solutions in the field in which we are work- 
ing,-the GF [p,] , so that this invariant subgroup is of order d. 

It has been shown* that the quotient-group defined by this invariant sub- 
group is simple, and is holoedrically isomorphic with the linear fractional group 
on m - 1 indices. The order of the general homogeneous group of substitutions 
with determinant unity is 

X = (pnm -1)( pm - pn) ( pnn_ p2n) ( pnm _ p n(m - 1)) /M(pn_l) 

Hence, the linear fractional group is of order N- d M. 

In a previous papert the writer has studied the distribution of the substitu- 
tions of the homogeneous group into complete sets of conjugate substitutions for 
the case m = 4, and for arbitrary determinant. It is proposed here to consider 
the same properties when the determinant is unity, both for the homogeneous 
group and for the fractional group on three indices. The periods of all the sub- 
stitutions in both groups will be determined and, as far as possible, the arrange- 

* Dickson, Annals of Mathematics, vol. XI, pp. 161-183. Burnside, "Theory of Groups," p. 340. 

t Amer. Journ. of Math., vol. XXIII, pp. 41-48. 
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320 PUTNAM: On the Quaternary Linear Homogeneous Group 

ment of the cyclic subgroups into conjugate sets will be investigated.* Certain 
commutative subgroups will occur in the investigation which will be studied in 
their abstract form (cf. ?22). 

The linear fractional group is further important in that according as pn is of 
the form 2n, 41- 1, 41 + 1, it is simply isomorphic respectivelv, with the senary 
linear groups FH (6, 2n), NS (6, pn), 0(6, pn), each defined by a quadratic inva- 
riant (Dickson, Bul. A. M. S., 1898-9, p. 472). 

?2.-In this case d = [4, pn _ 1] , so that 

d 1, if pn= 2n; d= 2, if pn= 41 - 1;d=4, if pn=41+ l. 

Since there are just d solutions of the equation X4= 1 in the GF [pn], there are 
d homogeneous substitutions of determinant unity, 

01= Or (oill+ + ai2 32 + iG&j33 4- a [i-= 1, 2, 3, 4], 

which, when taken fractionally, lead to the same non-homogeneous substitution 
of determinant unity, Or runni:ng through the d roots of the equation X4 = 1. 

When d = 1, therefore, the linear fractional group G is holoedrically iso- 
morphic with the homogeneous group H. When d = 4, we may derive the 
results for the group G by considering, as identical in H, the substitutions 

S ES, 2AS, -3S8 

where 8 is the substitution multiplying every index by a primitive root 0 of the 
equation X4 = 1 (cf. ?11). When d = 2, 0 and O3 are not present in the field, 
and we may obtain the results for G in this case by regarding S and E2S as 
identical in H. 

The discussion falls naturally, then, into the three cases d = 1, d - 2 and 

d = 4, whlieh will be considered, as far as possible, together, though this will be 
imnpracticable in certain cases. 

The foundation of the developments here presented rests on the theorem of 

Jordan,t on the reduction of homogeneous substitutions S on m variables to 
canonical forms, by transformation of indices, and more directly on its generali- 
zation to the GF [pTn] by Professor Dickson.4 The latter in his paper also sets 

* The corresponding propelties for the case n -3 has been carried out by Professor Dickson, Amer. 

Journ. of Math., vol. XXII, pp. 231-252. 

t "Traitd des Substitutions," pp. 114-126. 
1 Amer. Journ. of Math., vol. XXII, pp. 121-137. 



and the Ternary Linear Fractional Group. 321 

up the corresponding simultaneous canonical form of a substitution commutative 
with S, of which theorein constant use will also be made. 

?3. -If S is the substitution, 

xi = al1x + aiQY?/ + a13Z + 0t14W, 

,yl = (x,X + a22y + a23Z + a24w, 

Zl -a31X + a32j + a33z + a34w, 
w Gt41X + a42Y + a43Z + a44W, 

then its characteristic equiation A (x) = 0 is defined as follows: 

all-f a12 a3 a14 

A\(X)-- a12 a22 a3 a _4 +aX3 + bt2 + ca + 1=0 
a13 a23 c(33-a - a34 
a14 a24 a34 a44-x 

where a, b, c are obviously miarks of the GF [pn]. 

The substitution 

x'=ax-f3y+yz-w, y-x, z/-y, w/-z 

has for its characteristic equation 

a4 - at3 + pa2 - Y + 1 = 

where a, 3, y are arbitrary marks of the field. Hence they may be so chosen 
that A (a) is irreducible; the product of a linear factor and an irreducible cubic; 
the product of two irreducible quadratic factors, distinct or equal; the product 
of an irreducible quadratic and two linear factors, distinct or equal; or, finally, 
the product of four linear factors, distinct, or some or all of them equal. 

?4.-Following the general theorem cited in ?2, we proceed to the enumer- 
ation of the canonical forms that will arise. The classification depends on the 
ways that A (x) breaks up into factors in the field, and the results of ?3 show 
that all possible factorizations will occur, though the equality of the factors will 
not be possible for certain low values of pn. 

Type 1. When A(f) =0 is irreducible, its roots are of the forni a, m", 
%P , XP', their product being unity, and x belonging to the GE [p4nf]. The cor- 
responding canonical form is 

= ax, y/ -= =pn? = Z/_ - 
=p2nz a_ w (aIp =+ p2n + pnJ= 1 ) 
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Type 2. If A (a) has a cubic irreducible factor, the canonical form becomes 

I=x, yI = /Py 
I 

Xp2,z, WI X-,_ (p2n + pntJ ])W 

where AX %P' Xsn are the roots of the irreducible cubic factor equated to zero, 
and x, y, z are conjugate with respect to the GF [Ep'. 

Type 3. If the equation A (x) = 0 breaks up into two distinct irreducible 

quiadratic equations, whose roots are A, %Pr and It, lJun respectively, the canonical 
formii becomes 

=f ax, I' = zI= uz, w I = a (a)p'1= ] X 7 / _;Pys Z- U 
-J 

UP W 7 E(2;ti)Pn 
+ 1 ] 

where x * I and ft *p, x and y, z and w being conjugates. 
Type 4. For this case A (x) = 0 is the square of an irreducible quadratic 

with roots A, Xan. Two types of canonical forms will occur, viz. 

4 (i) xt Xx S. = (Y + c), Z, = At z, tot = %P (w + Z), [,2 (Pn+ 1) =l 

4 (ii) x= ax, y' -Ly , z = Asz, w I Arw 

Type B5. When A (x) is the product of an irreducible quadratic factor and 
two distinct linear factors, the roots then being A, Vpn a) X3 where a and 3 are 

in the GF [pn] , the canionical form is 
xi=oax, yf=3y, z'-az, WI ( 3= nPl 1,o a 3). 

Type 6. If the linear factors in type 5 are equal, i. e. a = , two sub-types 
occur. 

6 (i) x =ax, yI = ay , zft = z, w' = w 

6 (ii) xc = ax, y' = a (y + x), z' = az. w' = av' w, a 

For all the remaining tvpes, the roots of A (X) = 0 are in the GF [p], the 

classification being based on the question of their being equal or distinct. 
Type 7. If the roots are all distinct the form is 

XI=ax-z, y I = iy, z' = yz, w'A WIy =1). 

Type 8. If two roots are equal, there are two forms, 

8 (i) x' = ax) y'I = ay ,z' = ll3fz, wI = y/w, ) 1 

8(ii) XI=ax, y=a (y+x), Z'= Bz, WI=tw, (Way1) 

Type 9. When three roots are equal, we have the three forms, 

9 (i) xi = ax, yI = a(y + x), z = a (z + y), wI'f3w, 

9(ii) xl = ax, Sta(y + x) z' = az WI = -w, (a,# -1). 
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Type 10. If all four roots are equal, five cases arise. 

lO (i) x'_ axc, y' Ia(y+ x), z'=a(z +y), w'-a,(iv+ z), 
10 (ii) , wa, Y I=a(Y+Xz)g z =a(z +y), &t=au;w 

lO(iii) xl = axc, y' (y + xc), I'a '=a (04 

10(iv) x.' ax, y'_ a(y+ x), z'_az , w'_a(w+z), 
10 (v) x - -ax, yI=ay , zI az , -aw 

Type 11. If the roots are equal in pairs, there are three cases. 

l(i) xf= ax, y'_ ay , z'f3z, w'= 3w 
ll(iii) x1= ax, y'=-(y +x), z' - z, w',f3(w + z), 

?5.-The above list of canonical forms is complete for the group of substitu- 
tions of arbitrary -determinant. Furthermore, it is known* that if S and S' are 
any two substitutions reducible to the same canonical form, there exists a substi- 
tution W such that S' = W-1SW; i. e. all substitutions reducible to the same 
canonical form are conjugate within the general group. The converse is also 
true. 

For the group Hof substitutions of determinant unity, it is necessary that 
two substitutions, having the same canonical forin, shall be conjugate by means 
of a substitution of determinant unity. If the determinant of W be 6, and there 
exists a substitution T of arbitrary determinant t such that S = T- 'ST, then 
choosing ,t = r ', the substitution TW will be of deterininanit unity and is such 
that 

(TW)-'S(TW) = S'. 

It will be shown that the substitution T exists for all types excepting 4 (i), 
1 0(i), 1O (iv) and 11 (ii). The necessary subtypes will then be set up for these 
cases. 

?6.-The substitution 

tIth as , yo fy, zt czn w m ( w 

is commutative with substituitions of the canonical forms (5), 6 (i), (7), 8 (i), 

* Dickson, Amer. Journ. of Math., vol. XXII, p. 136. 
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11 (i) and 11 (iii), and being of arbitrary determinant, may be taken as the 
T of the preceding articles for these types. 

For type (1), Tmay be taken as 

xi = 'x, y' =o -psy , - _"'Z tof - arz3,nw 

where a is a primitive root of the GF [p4fn. Its determinant is ar(Pv'+p2+Pn+l), 

but since the (pI, + p2 + pn + l)th power of a is a primitive root of tlle GF [pj], 
this determinant is equal to an arbitrary mark of that field. 

The substitution 
x x, y' = y, zz = z, wI = aw 

is commutative with one of types (2), 8 (ii), 9, 10 (ii) and 10 (iii), and is of arbi- 
trary determinanit; hence, may be taken as T. 

For types (3) and 6 (ii), we may choose as T the substitution 

a; = X y =y, Z a"z Z? VI=a m)-W , 

where a is a primitive root of the GF [p2ln] . Since a2?+ is a primitive root of 
the GF [pn], the determinant ar(Pn+l) of this substitution is arbitrary in the 
GF [rpn]. 

The most general substitution commutative with a substitution of type 4 (i) 
hlas the canonical form 

x = arx I/ = ary + a8xs zi = UrpnZ WI = arPnn + -P tZ, 

where the determinant is a2lr (+) a being a primitive root of the GF [p2n]. 
Putting p - aPnl, the determinant becomes p2r. Wheni d = 1, every mark of 
the GF [r] is a square, hence equal to p2r for a proper choice of r. When 
d = 2 or 4, only half the marks are squares, so that when c- is a not-square, 

p2 cannot be made equal to it. Since the product of a square and a not-square 
is again a not-square, we may choose r such that p2r(- l is any particutar not- 
square t. Hence, any two substitutions S and 8' reducible to the canonical 
form 4 (i), are conjugate by means of a substitution of the field of determinant 1 

or t. Hence, for the group of determinant unity two distinct canonical forms 
arise for this type when d = 2 or 4. They may be chosen to be 

4 (i) xi=x, y =(y + x) , z = 2 Z, W = % (wU + Z) 

4'(i) XI =ax, Y, = x (y + ax), Zf = - z, WI = XV (w + ap'z) 
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where a is a primitive root of the GF [2n,] . These are not conjugate by means 
of a substitution of determinant unity. For, the most general substitution trans- 
forming 41 (1) into 4 (i) has the form 

x' = acx, y= acx + ay, z/ = be'z, w'= c&r2l'z + bw, 

where x and z, w and y are conjugates respectively. The determinant of this 
substitution is seen to be 

a2b2qp- + 1 - 
a2b2p; 

hence, it can never be equal to unity, and, therefore, for the group I7, these 
forms are distinct. 

The substitution 
x = ar3x, y'f =y o 'p = Z I 

is commutative with a substitution of type 4 (ii) and its determinant ar(pR? ), 
being arbitrary in the GF [pn], it may be chosen as T for this type. 

The most general substitution transforming 10 (i) into itself is 

i= ax, y' =bx + ay, z'= cx+ by + az, w' _ ex + cy + bz + aw, 

with determinant a4. If d = 1, every mark in the GF [pn] is a fourth power, 
so that an a can be found such that a4 = (- . When d = 2, pn = 41 -1. Hence 
p41k =p2k, so that squares are also fourth powers. If s 1 is a not-fourth power, 
then the equation a4 = &a-l .t can be satisfied, where t is any particular not- 
square. Hence, it follows, as for type 4 (i), that when d = 2, two substitu- 
tions of this canonical form are conjugate by means of a substitution of determi- 
nant unity or t. Two subcases then arise which mnay be taken to be 

10 (i) Xa=ax, y'cx=a(y + x) , z =(z + y) w a (w + z), 

1O0 (i) x= ax, y= a (y + tx), z=(z +y), wf o=(w + z). 

When d = 4, then pn = 41 + 1, so that squares are not always fourth pow- 
ers as for d = 2. If X is a not-fourth power, then a4) can be made equal to 
either t, t2 or t3, where t is a particular not-square. For, suppose t = p4k+1, then 
t3 = p4k'+3. Hence, if Ca = p4r-f1, to- I will be a fourth power, hence a 4 = to-I can 
be satisfied, or a4o = t. If X = p4r+3, then t',-I is a fourth power, while if 
() =2h then t2c-I is a fourtn power. Thus when d = 4 two substitutions redu- 
cible to this canonical form will be conjugate by means of a substitution of deter- 
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minant 1, t, t2 or t3. In addition to types 10 (i) and 10' (i), there will be two 

other suboases, 

10/1(i) XIa=ax, y'=a(y + t2x), z'ca(z+ y), w-=a(w+ z), 

l0111 (ii) a;/ = ax) yl a= (y+ t3), Zl-a (z +y), w1=|a,(w +z). 

These four subtypes are indeed all distinct, for the most general substitution 

transforming 

XI' = UX y'-a (y +tr;X) z'-a (z+y), w'=a (w +z) 

into the substitution 

xfax) yc=a (y + t8x), z'o=x (z + y), id = a (w + z) 

is the substitution 
X = alx, y' = a2X + alt' rx, z' = a3x + a2t-y + a,tr-'z, 

WI = a4X + a8t-ry + a2t-rz + altSr-w, 

with determinant a4t3(s-r), which can never be unity for s, r= 0, 1, 2, 3, s * r. 

The most general substitution transforming type 10 (iv) into itself has a 

determinant a2. By a discussion analogous to that used for type 4 (i), we find 

that when d = 2 or 4, two subtypes are necessary which may be taken to be 

10 (iv) x'=ax, y'=a(y + x), z'=az, w=xa(w + z), 

10'(iv) x1=ax, y a(y + tx), zf=az, w'=a(w + z), 

where t is a particular not-square. These are not conjugate by means of a sub- 

stitution of determinant unity. 
The same state of affairs exists for type 11 (ii), the necessary subtypes being 

11(ii) Xoa2X, y'=a(y+x), z'flz, w'=/3(W+z), 

11i(ii) X= ax, y=c=(y + tx), z' 3z, w'g(w + z), 

where again t is a particular not-square. 

?7.-In studying the particular canonical forms, the typical substitution will 

be denoted by 8, and will be thought of as any substitution reducible to the 

canonical form, or as the can-onical form itself. Twill designate a substitution 

commutative with S, while M will denote the order of the homogeneous group 

H, viz. 
M= (p4n - 1)(p4n - pnp)( p4 n -p3n)/(p- 1) 

and N will stand for the order of the fractional group G, where N= ,M. 
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Type 1. 

?8.-Among the substitutions of this type occurs 

8: x' = Xx,y ",z='~,w z X "w 

such that x is a primitive root of the equation 

+p2n + pn + 1 =_1 

Indeed, by ?3, there exists a substitution whose characteristic equation 

A (x)=4- a3 + fla2--_ ) + 1=o 

has its coefficients arbitrary marks of the GF [pn]. 
Any other substitution of this type will have as multipliers r, %P', 

XrP2 arp,%, and is, therefore, a power of S. The period of S is pSn + p2n + pn + 1 

while that of the corresponding substitution in G is the least integer m such 
that 

am = %mpR amp2s = mp 

Hence m (pn _ 1) is a multiple of p3n + filn + pn + 1. But 

[p-n 1, pon +p2 I + pn + 1] = [pn 1 4] = d, 

so that the period of S in G becomes 

? (p3n+p2n + pn + 1). 

Any substitution T commutative with S has the canonical form, simulta- 
neously with the canonical form of 8, 

T: x' = arx, y' = UrX,,/ Z/ =r -rpvz W- arW/-PW 

where a is a primitive root of the GF [z4]. But since the determinant is unity, 
we have 

I'm(pl *+ p2n, pn + 1)-1 

Hence r is a multiple of pn-1. Let r = k(pn- 1), then, since aP1'4 = 1, 
we may choose X = aP4 Hence, 

-r = ak(p*-l) 
- 

so that T = S'. Therefore, 8 is commutative only with its powers. Denoting 
by s the number of substitutions comnmutative with S in H, we have 

S= p3n + p2+i + 1, 

43 
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while in G the number of commutative substitutions is -. Consequently, there 

are - substitutions conjugate to S in H, and Ndconjugate to S in G. 

The substitutions S, Sp". Sp", SSP' are the only powers of S that have the 
same multipliers as S, and are, therefore, the only powers of S that are conju- 

gate to it. Hence, there is one set of 4M conjugate cyclic subgroups in H of 

order s, and one set of M in G of order s 
4s d 

Remaric. The equality of the number of subgroups in the sets of H and of 
G occurs for most of the types, their orders consequently being in the ratio of 
d to 1. 

To obtain the exact number of substitutions reducible to this type, i. e 
having an irreducible characteristic equation, we must exclude those powers of S 
and of its conjugates that have their multipliers in the GF [p2n]?. This will 
occur for Sm if n,m(p2f-l) = 1, hence 

m(p2-n )==h(p8 +Ip2n+pn +1), 

m (pn -)~h (pln + 1). 

But [pn_-1, p2ntl] = [pn-.1, 2], which is unity when d= 1, and is 2, when 
d = 2 or 4. Therefore, 

for d =i, .= h(p2n+ 1), (h-1, 2. pn+ 

ford = 2 4, in h (p2n + 1), (h 1, 2, ... 2 (i + 1)). 

We therefore exclude 2j (pn + 1) substitutions from each subgroup of the 

set in H, and d- (pn + 1) from each subgroup of the set in 0, wherej = j if 

d = 1, andj= 1 if d = 2 or 4. There remain 

8 -2j(p + 1) 

substitutions in each subgroup in f; altogether then 

[s -2j(pn+ 1)] sm 
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In G there will be leftI [s9 - 2j (pf + 1)] substitutions in each cyclic subgroup; 
in all, therefore, 

[s -2j (_p + 1)] 4s 
48 

substitutions, each of period a factor of -a but not of p'l + 1, when d = 1, and 

not a factor of 2 (pn + 1) when d = 2 or 4. 
Remark. The number of substitutions reducible to a given canonical form 

will be determined in every case, and their sum, which must be the order of the 
group may be calculated as a partial verification of the correctness of the work. 

Type 2. 

?9. A substitution of this type of determrinant unity has the formn 

S: X' = Xx, Y = x"py, 
S 

= X2"z I 
_ %-(p2n +p pn + 

=)w 

where x is in the GFE[pn]. Choosing X to be a primitive root of that field, it 
follows that any substitution of this type is a power of S. The period of S is 
p3n-1, and the period of the corresponding substitution in G is the least integer 
m such that 

a,%m = mp% _ampV = _A,_M (p2. + pN + 

Hence, M (p2n + pn + 2)-=h (p3_ 1), where h is some integer. But 

[,p2n + pn+ 21 p3n 1] =[4, _Pn 1] =d 

so that m = d . (p- -- ) 

The most general substitution T of determinant unity, commutative with 
S, is 

T: x/ = arx, yr = ar,py, Z,- = ;pn, W- r(p2n pn_&_ 1) 

Hence. T= Sr, so that S is commutative only with its powers. It results, then, 
that there are 

M7(p3- i) 

substitutions conjugate to S in both H and G. But S, SPS sP" are the only 
powers of S conjugate to S, so there are M/ 3 (p3n _ 1) distinct conjugate cyclic 
subgroups in the set for both groups. 
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The substitution SI will have its characteristic equation further resolv- 
able if 

x\t (pn1-1) - 1 

hence, t-=h (p2n+ p + 1), =(1, 2, ..pn- _1), 

so that (pn - 1) powers of S will belong to other canonical forms. There remain 
(pTn - 

pn) substitutions in each subgroup reducible to this canonical form. In 
all, then, there are in H 

(p3fn _ pn) M/ 3 (p3' - 1) 

substitutions, from this type, of period factors of p3n _ 1, but not factors of 
(p 7 1). 

The group G evidently contains 

(p3n- pn) N/13 (p3n 1) 

substitutions from this source, each of period a factor of Ig (p3n _1), but not of 

period a factor of 4d (pn_ 1). 

Type 3. 

?10.-We may choose X a primitive root of the GF [p2'n] in the substitution 

S: x= Xx, y' = y,p zr = uz, WW t" w ((Y')Pn+I 1 1 *0 M) 

The period of S is then p2nl _ 1, while the period of S in G is the least integer 
m such that 

-_ xrpn - = pmpfn 

Hence m. is a multiple of pn + 1, say m = h (pn + 1). But since (X%)pn+= I 1, 

t is the [-1 + k(pn - 1)]th power of X. Hence 
m= xm + km (pn1) -m 

Hence we hiave 
2m -km (pa 1)n-m (mod ,n-_ 1) 

2h (_pn+ 1) -?0 

Therefore, wben d-1 h= 1 and m = pl'- and wben d =2 or 4, 
h =i (pi,_ 1) and m = (p24 1). 
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There are pn + 1 values of jx given by 

i= -1+k(pn-1) (k 1, 2 .... pn + 1). 
But I will be in the GF [_pn] if 

- 1 + k(p n_ 1)=O, (modpn + 1), 

which has a solution only when p = 2, viz. k= 2T-1. Excluding this solution, 
there remain 2 values of ,u when d= 1 and pf + 1, when d = 2 or 4. These 
will give rise to substitutions conjugate in pairs, since, for every value of t, tt" 

is also in the list given by the values k and pn - k respectively. Hence, when 
d = 1, there are 2n 1 distinct sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups, and when d = 2 
or 4, there are g (pn + 1) such sets. (The cases pn = 2 and pn = 3 are excep- 
tions, there being no set for the former and only one for the latter.) 

The most general substitution T for this type is 

where 2(r+8)(-P + 1) - 1. Hence, there are pfl + 1 values of %'+s, and for each of 
these, r may take p2n_ 1 values and s is then determined, so that there are 

(pn + l)(p2n _-1) substitutions commutative with one of this type. There are 
then in G 

M/ (pn + 1)(p2n- 1) 

substitutions conjugate to S. 
Putting t - 1 + k (pn - 1) the multipliers of S may be written 

XI ', X, Z",P. It is seen that S and SP" are conjugates. Further, they will also 
be conjugate to S' and StP' if 

t2=1 or t2_pn (mod p2n_ 1) 

The first congruence becoines 
(27k + 1)2 1, (mod 2 (p+ 1)), 

which has 2j+? distinct solutions, where j is the number of odd prime factors of 
2 (pn + 1) , and if 2h is the highest power of 2 contained in 2 (pn +1), then r=0 
if h=1 ; r= 1 if h = 2 ; r =2 if h > 2. (Dirichlet, " Zahlentheorie," ?37.) 

These 2j+T solutions for 2k + 1 may be taken positive and < 2 (pn + 1) 
and hence give k p<pn + 1, so that all must be considered. The corresponding 
sets, however, will coincide in pairs, for if k is one solution of the congruence 

_pn - k is also a solution. Hence, just 2j+T-1 sets arise such that powers of the 

generators of the cyclic subgroups composing them are conjugate by fours. 
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The other congruence becomes 

(2k+ 1)2_ 1 (mod 2(p + 1)), 

and has solutions only for p = 2, d = 1; it then becomes 

(2k + 1)2 = 1 (mod 2n + 1) 

But - 1 is a residue only of primes of the form 41 + 1. Hence, when 24 + 1 

has all its prime factors, j in number, of the form 41 + 1, 2i solutions occur. These 
lead to 2i-1 sets in our group H. 

When d = 1, therefore, there are g sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups such 
that any generator is conjugate with four of its powers, where g is 2j+Tr-+ 2-1, 

if all the odd prime factors of 2n + 1 are of the form 41 + 1, and g is equal to 
23?T-1 in all other cases. The remaining 2n-1 - g sets are such that the gener- 
ators are conjugate with just two of their powers. IHence, in H and in G we 
have, for d = 1, g sets each containing 

M/ 4 (pn + 1)(_p2n -1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups, and 2f -' g sets each containing 

-Ml2 (p" ) (p2n _1) 

subgroups; every subgroup being of order 22n -1. 

When d= 2 or 4, just 2J+r-1 sets are such that every generator is conju- 
gate with four of its powers, the remaining 

i 
(_p + 1)- 2i+?1 

sets have each generator conjugate with only two of its powers. In H, every 
group of these sets is of order p2n _ 1. 

?11.-In passing from H to G, it must be noticed in each type whether or 
not S is conjugate with ?iS; e being the substitution that mnultiplies every 
index by 0, a primitive fourth root of unity. In general, if the multipliers of the 
catnonical form of a substitution W are M1, M2, M3, M41, then those of 0l W are 

0wM1, 0 M2, 01M3, 0IlM4; and if W is conjugate with E WV, then the two substitutions 
have the same set of multipliers, apart from their order. Since the determinant 

of the substitution is unity, we hiave 

M1M2M3M4= 1. 
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Suppose 0'Ml = M!, then if OMz- =Mj, 02i =1 or i = 2; and since 0214 * JI3, we 
have O2X3 =A'4. Hence, 

102M~~~~~~~ 02 
Mj 02J 23 112M3i or M3 or M3 

The multipliers are then ]lJ1, 021, 1 02 

If 0&M2 * MUI, then we must have, by properly choosing the notation, 
1iM4 = M,. Hence, the multipliers become M], ifi,, 02iMf, 03iMl (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

Hence, M]4 - 1. These are the only two possible sets of multipliers such 
that W and O W are conjugates. 

In the first case, Wand &'W would be conjugates and would correspond to 
the same substitution in G, so that the set of substitutions conjugate to WFin H 
must be divided by two in passing to the group G. If W has the second set of 
multipliers, then the number of substitutions conjugate to W in H reduces to 
one-fourth that number for the corresponding set in G. 

If 3 TV" is conjugate with some power of W, for j values of i (j 4), then 
the number of subgroups conjugate to the group I WT will be reduced in the ratio 
1.- 
i in passing to the group G. Should it happen that e3TW lies in a set of con- 

jugate cyclic subgroups distinct from the one in which W lies, there will be a 
corresponding union of sets in G. Since i may be equal to four, both of these 
latter cases may occur simultaneously, as will happen in type 3 unider considera- 
tion [cf. ?12]. 

?12.-The multipliers of the typical generator S beiing A, %P', Xt, Xtpn where 
t =- 1 + k (pt - 1), it is seen that they do not fulfill the first 'conditions of 
?11. However, it will happen that in passing from Hto G some of the sets will 
coincide when d = 4. 

There will be the same number of sets in both H and G when d = 2, each 
set containing the same number of conjugate subgroups in the two groups, the 
orders, however, being E (p2n - 1) in the group G. This may be verified by 
noticing that E2S is S raised to the power I (p2n + 1). 

When cd =4, ES and O'S are not conjugate with powers of S in all cases, and 
they will be shown in these cases to lie in a set distinct from the one of which 
S is the typical generator. Hence, in passing from H to G, these two sets unite 
into one. 
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To determine the number of such cases, consider when the multipliers of 
&S are the same as those of some power of S. Since 0 - the multi- 
pliers of OS are 2 raised to the following powers: 

i(rp2" + 3), _p + f(p2n _ 1) I t + (p2n_ 1), tpn + i (p2 1). 

It will be sufficient to consider S to the powers i (p2n + 3) and t + (Pen - 1), 

for, if EOS is conjugate to Sm, it will be conjugate to SmnP 

The first two multipliers in S to the power t + I (p2n 1) coincide with the 
last two in OS. The third will be equal to the first in OS if 

t2+(2 )_(2+ 3), [modP l 

or - 2k(k + 1) + 1 (pn + + k n _ 1 0, [mod p' + 1]. 

Since, for d = 4, pn + 1 is of the form 2 (21 + 1), this congruence has no sollu- 
tions, being of the form 

A + BO, [mod 2 (21 + 1)], 
where A is even and B is odd. 

The other possibility is that the third multiplier be equal to the second one 
of OS, which gives the condition 

t2 + t (p2n 1) pn + + (p2ln 1) [mod (p2fl 1)]. 

Substituting for t its value 1 + k (pn - 1), this becomes 

-(I + 2k + 2k') + I (pn + 1)[_-1 + SF k (pn _ 1)] = 0, mdp+1 

It is, therefore, necessary and sufficient that 1 + 2k + 2k2 be an odd muiltiple of 

(pn + 1). The congruence 
2k2 +2k + 1l 0 [mod (pn + 1)] 

becomes (2k + 1)2 -1, [inod pn + 1]. 

Since - 1 is a residue only of primes of the form 4r + 1, it is necessary that all 
the odd prime factors of pfn + 1 shall be of the form 4r + 1. We will call r the 
number of solutions of this congruence that give rise to distinct sets of conjugate 
subgroups, where r, if it exists, is an even integer. 

Example.-If pn = 9,the above congruence becomes 

2k2+2k+ 1=0Y (mod 5). 

Then pn + 1, having the single odd prime factor 5, has solutions, viz. k _ 1 and 
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k = 3. The corresponding substitutions are seen to have the property stipu- 
lated. 

The other possibility is that the multipliers of ElS are the same as those of 
S4( P +3) The multipliers of the latter are X raised to the following powers: 

i(p2n + 3), p t((p2n + 3) t(p2n + 3) tnp (p2 + 3). 

The first two multipliers are the same for the two substitutions, the first ones 
obviously, the second ones because 

pn + } p2n _ l) _ jpr ( p2n + 3) [mod (p2n - 1)], 
which reduces to 

pn l-O, 1 (mod 4), 

which is true, since p = 41 + 1. (d = 4). 
The third multipliers of each will be identical if 

t + 1 (p2n 1)_ti(p2n + 3), [tnod p2n_ I] 

Putting t - 1 + k (pn - 1), this reduces to 

k (p n _ 1 )-=2, [mod 4] 

which is not satisfied, since pn _ 0-O (mod 4). 
It must then happen that the third multiplier of the first set coincides with 

the fourth one of the second set, and vice versa. This will be so if 

t+P2 pntI(pn. +3) [mod p2n_1]2 

which reduces to 

8k + 4 + (pnf + 1)2 _(pu7 + l ) [kpn (pn) 
I 

) + 4k] 
_ 

O, [rnod 4 ( pn + 1 )] 

It is, therefore, necessary and sufficient that 

4(2k + 1) + (pn + 1)2_ o [mod 4(p" + 1)], 
which requires that 

4(2k+1)-Ox [modpn+i]. 

Since pn has the form 41 + 1 in this case, (d = 4), this miay be written 

2 (2k + l) = O, [mod 21 + l], 

the only solutions of which, k <-pn + 1, are 

k=1 and k=31+1=pn-l. 
44 
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But, from ?10, these two values of k give rise to the same set of conjugate 
substitutions. Furthermore, these values of k cannot satisfy the congruence 
[? 10] 

(2k +1)2 = 1, [mod 2 (,n+ 1)], 

so that the powers of the generating substitutions in this set are conjugate only 
by twos. 

?13.-When d = 4, there will be et + 1 sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups 
such that if S is a typical generator, eiS (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) all lie, in the set of which 
the group I St is a member, er being zero unless all the prime factors of pn + 1 

are of the form 4r + 1. It has been shown that 02S is a power of S, 
hence, OS and O'S are powers of a certain substitution conjugate to S, so that in 
the group G the subgroups of these sets, and their orders are just half what they 
are in the group H. Since there are 

21/2 (pn + 1)(2n _ 1) 

subgroups in each of these sets in H, there will be in G, M + 1 sets having 

11/4 (pn + 1)(p2n 1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups, each of order I (p2n- 1). 

There remnain in H, a (pn - 1) - t sets such that the typical substitution S 
anid S' lie in different sets, which, therefore, coincide in G [cf. ? 11], producing 

T ( 1) 2 

sets for that group. From the latter part of ?10 it follows that of these sets 
21+T-3 will contain 

1/ 4(pn + 1)(p2-n1) 

cyclic subg,roups, while the remainder will have 

V/ 2 (pn +1)(p9-1) 

subgroups, the order of the subgroups being in all cases g (p2n -1). 

?14.--Determination of total number of sub8stitutions reducible to type 3. 
We need only to consider the number of values of X and yt such that 

(Xy)P-+1 = 1 (A * ,U, X * M"), and such that each pair of values gives rise to a 
distinct set of M/(pn + l)(p2n - 1) conjugate substitutions. 
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(i) d = 1. In this casep = 2. For every value of x, in the GF[p2f], y 

takes _pn + 1 values, orne of which, by ?10, is in the GFE[p] and is to be 
excluded. If a is a primitive root of the GF [p2n] and 

X = a-h (P-1)) (ht ( 1, 2, p )- 

It may have the values ah(P"-l) and a hp. (pn l-) which must be excluded, since then 
X will be equal to p or yt". Henice, for these ptn values of X, u takes only pn - 2 
values. For the remaining pln _ 2pn values of A, not in the GF [pn], t i ay 
take pn values so that, in all, there are 

(p2n 
- 2pn)p' + _pn (pn - 2) -pn (pn + l)(pn - 2) 

values of X and yu to be considered. The substitutions arising from these sets of 
values will, however, be conjugate in sets of eight, so that there are 

distinct sets, each containing 
/(pn + 1) (pln _ 1) 

distinct conjugate substitutions, each of period a factor Of p2f-1 but not of 
pn_1. 

(ii) d-= 2 or 4. Let x = al, then the values of y are given by 

it =--t+k(pn-)I (k = 1, 2. pn + 1). 

But It will be in the GF [pn] if 

-t +k (p n_ 1)=0 (mod p +1), 

and since pn + I is even, this congruence requires that t be even and that 

2k+ t_0, (modp"+ 1), 

giving two values of k, 0 < k pn + 1. Hence, for each of the .(p2fl 1) 
values of x equal to an odd power of c', t may take pn + 1 values, making in all 

n( 1 )(pn + l). 

There are p (p2n_1)-( " 1) =j(pn - 1)2 even powers of a not in the 
GF [pn] , and for each of these It takes p' - 1 values, making in all (p- -). 

The equation 
%2(rp+l)= 1 

has 2 (pn + 1) solutions in the GF [psn], viz. 
=kt p%-1 (kf = 1i 2 .... 2 (pn + 1)), 
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When d =2, the solutions given by k' = p'n +1 and k' = 2(pn + 1) are in the 
GF [p"], and when d = 4, there are besides these the solutions k' = a (pn + 1) 
and kl' = (pn + 1). Hence, there are 2 (pn + 1) - c solutions not in the 
GF [pn]. To each one of these solutions correspond two sets of multipliers 
such that either A = g or x = t", so that we exclude 4 (pTn + 1) - 2d of the 

above solutions, leaving 

(.2n _ )(pn + l) + 1(pn 1)i3-4(pn+ 1)+ 2d, 

or (pn_ 1)(p2 + 1) - 4 (pT + 1) + 2d 

sets of solutions A, ta, which give rise to substitutions conjugate in sets of eight. 
There are then one-eighth this number of distinct sets of conjugate substitutions 
of this type for d = 2 or 4, each set containing 

M/(pn +, l)(p2n - 1) 

substitutions. 
The divscussion of ?12 shows that to find the number of sets of connjugate 

substitutions for the group G arising from this type, we need only to divide the 
number for H, just found, by d, the sets containing the same number of substi- 
tutions as those in the group H. 

Type 4 (i). 

?15.-The general substitution of this canonical form is 

8: x 
XX7Y 

f=2 (?J + aC) Z %P Z, Wl = Vap (w + Z) 

where %2(p+l1) = 1. When d = 1, we may choose X to be a primitive root of the 
equivalent equation PY+1 = 1. The period of S will then be p (pn + 1) when 
d = 1. Denoting by a a primitive root of the GF [p2ln] , we may write the 
most general commutative substitution T in the form 

-I =rX yf = asX + ayXy, Z1 =Grpz, wl - aqP%z + a'rpnW 

where (a2r(P"+l) = 1, which has for d = 1 p2n (p?+1) solutions. Consequently, for 
d = 1 there are 

H/ 
2T 

(pn + 1) 

conjugate with S. But S and S- =S2P"+1 are conjugate substitutions, so that 
there is one set of 

M/ 2p2f (p" +1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups. 
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The substitution SP"+1 has all its multipliers in the GF [p'], while those 
of the form 

are of type 4 (ii), leaving only pn powers of S and of the generators of the cyclic 
subgroups conjugate to the group I St, that belong to this canonical form. Hence, 
when d=1, there are inH H and in G 

M/2pn (pn + 1) 

substitutions reducible to this type. 
When d = 2 or 4, we may choose X to be a primitive root of the equation 

%2(pnJr1)- 1 1 

so that S is of period 2p (pn + 1) , and any substitution of this canonical form is 
conjugate with some power of S, just as for d = 1. Hence, there is again a 
single set of conjugate cyclic subgroups. 

If we have- 

m = 2k (p + 1) + 1, (k = 1 2, .... p; 2k -1 (mod p)), 

then S and Sm are conjugates. Indeed, the substitution 

W: x =YtX, y' = aX + YMu ly, z' = eZ, z = C_nZ + ,pn.-lW 

transforms S into S, and since the determinant of Wis I2(P"+l)m2, it may be 
chosen equal to unity, It being arbitrary in the GF [p2fn] and m not being divis- 
ible by p. 

In the same way it may be shown that S is conjugate with p - 1 other 
powers, the exponents of which are of the form 

pn + 2h (pn + 1), (h - 1, 2, ...p), 

where we exclude the one divisible by p. Altogether, then, S is conjugate with 
2 (p - 1) of its powers, and since, for d = 2 or 4, there are 2p2n (pn + 1) substi- 
tutions T commutative with S, it results that there are 

M/4(p- l)p2t (pn + 1) 

conjugate subgroups in the set. 
In determining the number of substitutions in H reducible to this canonical 

form for d = 2 or 4, we must exclude the 2 (pn + 1) powers of the generators 
of the cyclic groups of the set whose exponents are multiples of p; and also the 
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d (p - 1) powers of S whose exponents are of the forrn 27 (pfn + 1) that are not 
d 

contained amongst the above 2 (pn + 1) excluded powers. There remain 

2p (p4f + 1)-- 2 (pn + 1)- d (p- 1) = (p- 1)[2 (pn + 1) --d] 

powers of each generator that belong to this canionical form. Altogether, there 

are, for d = 2 or 4, 
( 2 ( pn + 1 ) - d) M/ 4p2n ( pn + 1 ) 

substitutions in H reducible to this type, their periods being factors of 2p (p +l) 
but not factors of 2p or 2 (pn + 1). 

The period of S in G is the least integer pr such that 

W = _"P or = 1. 

Since [pT - 1, 2 (pn + 1)] = d, it follows that r = (pn + 1). Hence, the 

period is 2s- p (pn +1), it being so that d powers of each generator in H unite to 

forrn a single substitution in G, the number of subgroups in the set remaining 
unchanged. There are, therefore, in G 

1 (p - 1)[2(p" + 1) 
- 

d] 

substitutions in each of the subgroups that arise from this canonical form. 

Type 41 (i). 

?16.-Since the substitutions of this type are conj ugate in the general homo- 
geneous group with those of type 4 (i) by means of a substitution of determinant 
a particular not-square t, it follows that the two types present the samle arrange- 
ment as to conjugate cyclic subgroups. Indeed, if S(V) represents the substitu- 
tions of 4 (i) and W is a properly chosen substitution of determinant t, then 

Siv) = W-IS(") W represents the substitutions of 4' (i) as S(V) runs through its list. 
The substitutions S(V) being distinct, we see that there are the same number of 
substitutions for the two types. 

Type 4 (ii). 

?17.-The general substitutionr S of this type is 
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Just as in type 4 (i), we choose X to be a primitive root of the equations 

X(pnl+ 1) = 1, a2 (p 
- 

+ 1) , 1 

according as d = 1 or cd = 2 or 4 respectively. The substitution S is then of 
period pfl + 1 or 2 (pn + 1), as the case rnay be, and every substitution of this 
canonical form is a power of S, so that there is a single set of conjugate cyclic 
subgroups. 

The most general substitution Tin this case is 

xi = ax + by, yf = cx + gy, z' = aP'z + bP'w, w' = cPWz + gP'w 

a, b, c, g being marks of the GF [ p2n] and eP? + 1, where - = ag - be. Then 
czP'+ 1 has pfl + 1 solutions in the GFE[p2l]. But for a particular value of 
't, the equation ag - bc = -v has pln (p4n - 1) solutions. Hence, there are 
p2n (p 

u + 1)(p4n _ 1) substitutions commutative with S, and, consequently, 

M/p2f (p l + 1)(p4n 1) 
conjugate with it. 

Since SP' is the only power of S conjugate to iS, there is in the set in H 

M/2pZ (pn+i)(p4n(n 1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups, and since the period of S in G is -2 (pf + 1) for 

d = 2, 4, the set in G will also contain this many subgroups. 
Excluding the identity, the set contains, when d-1, 

M/ /2p4 (pln + 1)(p4n 1) 

substitutions reducible to this type, viz. the pn powers of S, not the identity, and 
their conjugates. When d = 2 or 4, each group of the set contains 2 (_p + 1) - d 
substitutions reducible to this canonical type, viz. those powers of each generator 
whose multipliers have not one of the d values 1, -1, 0, 03. 

Typ e 5. 

?18.-Consider the substitution S of this type when x is a primitive root of 
the GF [p2n] viZ. 

S: x' = ax, y = 3y, z' = z, w' = "'w, (afl3P'+' = 1 a 

If a = pr, where p = A-J+" is a primitive root of the GF [p4] >then 3 = p-l-r. 

We will have a = d if 
nr + I -=, mo 

l 
_n. , 
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which has a solution only when p = 2, i. e. d = 1, viz. r = - (pn_ 2). Exclud- 
ing this value which comes under type 6 (ii), r mlay take E (pn - 2) values, each 
giving rise to a distinct set of conjugate cyclic subgroups of order (p2n 1). For 
d = 2 or 4, there are evidently - (pn _ 1) such sets. 

The most general substitution T is 

x/= ax, y' = by, z' = ?l8z, w' ="w*w [abXs( n+l =11. 

with (pnl + l)(pn _ 1)2 distinct forms, so that there are 

]lI/(PI, + 1)(pn - 1)2 

substitutions conjugate with one of this type. In the substitution under consid- 
eration, S and SP' are the only powers of S that are conjugates. Hence, in each 
of the above sets there are 

]Jf/2(pn+ 1)(pn I)2 
cyclic subgroups. 

The most general substitution of this canonical form is 

U: XI = ptx, yI pt ty, z = xhz, w xh7. 

We will have U= Sh if 
rh = t, (mod pn 1 

which can be solved for r, provided [h, pn _ 1] is a factor of t. When this con- 
ditioni is not satisfied, sets will arise whose structure may be best studied for 
particular fields. They will, therefore, be omitted here. 

The period of S as a substitution of the group G is the least integer m such 
that 

prm _ m(rJr1) Xm =ampn 

Hence, m is a multiple of pn +1, say k (pn + 1). Then, since V"'Wn = we 
must have, modulo p- 1, 

k (p n+ 1)(2r + 1)=_O, zrk (pn + 1)-k = . 
Hence, 2k(2r+1)-O, k(2r-1)=O, 

which gives the condition k 0 modulo pf - 1. The least value m is then 
p2n -1, hence the periods of S in H and of S in G being the same, it follows 
that d substitutions in H unite into one in G, all lying in different subgroups. 
There will be, then, either a union of d sets into one or a union of d sub- 
groups of the sanme set into one subgroup, or when d = 4, perhaps a combination 
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of both cases will occur, two sets uniting to form one with half as maniy sub- 
groups [cf. ? 1 1]. Similar properties should be expected also for the cyclic sub- 
groups of this type not included among those of which S is the typical generator. 

?1 9.-Examples. As illustrations of what happens for this type, consider 
some particular fields. 

(i) pn 4 . (d = 1). There is one substitution S of period 15 with multi- 
pliers 1, p2 A, X4 The substitution V with multipliers p, p2, %I, X5 is not a power 
of X, and generates a cyclic group of order 15. There are in this case two sets 
of coinjugate cyclic subgroups of which S and V are the typical generators. 

(ii) pn = 3. (d = 2). For this case, there is one set of subgroups the typi- 
cal generator S of period 8, having the multipliers 1, p, A, 2. Since O3S is 
conjugate with S5, the set in G contains one-half as many subgroups as the sets 
in H, the groups in both sets being of order 8. 

(iii) pn = 5 . (d = 4). There are two substitutions S for this case, viz. 
(1, p3l %I 26) and (p, p2, X, %I) of period 24. Calling them S, and S2, we see that 
?251 is conjugate with S,"3 and that 9ASi and 03ASi are conjugate respectively with 

S,7 and Si". Hence, the two sets, of which S, and S2 are the typical generating 
substitutions, coincide in G and the resulting set contains one-half as many sub- 
groups as each of the distinct sets in H contain. Besides S, anid S., H contains 
the substitution (p' p3, 41 /20), which is not contained in the cyclic groups IS,} 
and {1S4. The corresponding set in G is merged into the set resulting from the 
union of S, and S2 

?20.-In order to determine the arrangement of the substitutions of type 5 
inito complete sets of conjugate substitutions, and hence find the total number of 
substitutions reducible to this type, we determine all the solutions of the equa- 
tion 

apXP'n 11 

(a * , X in the GF [p2n] , not in GF [pn]) 

that lead to non-conjugate substitutions of the type. 
Since a takes p2n _- pn values not in the GF [pf] and d may take p n 1 

valtues not equal to zero, there are (pn_ l)(p2n _ p_n) solutions, including those 
for a = 3. But the equation 

a2apn+li 1 

45 
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gives pf + I values for each of the pn _ I values of a (a * 0), one of which is in 
the GE [pf] when d = 1, and two wheni d = 2 or 4. Hence, we must exclude 

p,n (pn 1) substitutions when d = 1 and (pn 1)2 when d =2 or 4, the 
excluded ones being exactly those that occur in type 6 (i). There remain, 
accounting for permutations, 

pr (pfl - 1)(pn - 2) 
solutions for d = 1 and 

for d= 2 or 4, which lead to non-conjugate substitutions of this canonical form, 
each of which is one of a set of M/(pe + l)(pnf_ - )2 distinct conjugate substitu- 
tionAs. 

Ty)e 6 (i). 

?21.-There exists a substitution 

S: x' = ax, y' = ay, z = Xz, w' = w) [a2xpn + I 
- 1], 

with X a primitive root of the GF [p2?f]. In the case d = 1, a is uniquely 
determined by this choice of A, and furthermore, every substitution of the type 
is a power of S. For, consider the nmost general substitution 

W: XI = prX XY = pry , zi X"kzP W/-=k p"W, 

where p = X"+ l. Since the determinant is unity, we have p2r = 7-. But 5k 

has the multipliers ak, ak, %kX %kpn where a2k = p-k. Hence, a2k = p2k which gives 
ak= pr when d = 1, so that W= Sk. There will then be a single set of conju- 
gate cyclic subgroups in this case. 

The most general substitution T for this type is 

Xf = ax + by, y I=cx+gy, z t= %z, WI _ %2"w, 

which can be set up in ppn (p2n _1)2 distinct ways. Since S and SP' are the only 
powers of S conjugate to S, the set contains 

MI/ 2.,n (pln 1)2 

conjugate cyclic subgroups of order p2n- 1_ each group containing p2n-_pn sub- 
stitutions reducible to this canonical form. 

When d = 2 or 4, the substitution S as taken above does not exist, since 
%2n+1 is a not-square in the GF [pnl]. Keeping X a primitive root of the 
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GF [p2n], we now choose S to be the substitution, 

-= acx, y= ay, z= X2z, WI -= ?"'W, (a12(t+ ) . 

We therefore have a = p-1. Calling A the substitution with a = + p-' and( 
B the one with ac = -p, we see that for the homogeneous group, both A and 
B are of period i -p2n 1). Furthermore, there exist the relations 

A2 = B2, AB = BA. 

The cyclic subgroups may be determined by applying the results for the abstract 
commrnutative group, which will next be investigated. 

?22.-Determination of the cyclic subgroups of the abstract group defined by 
the relations 

Am = Bm -1 AB = BA, A2 = B2. 

No non-cyclic group exists for m an odd integer, for in that case 
Arm+' = Bm+ ', or A = B. Assume then that m is even (as it is in type 6 (i)). 

Suppose, first, that m = 2m', when m' is odd. The cyclic group { A t contains 
all the operators of the form At, and B will have, besides those of the form 
A2t, all of the form A2tB. There remain only those of the type A41+'B, which 
will be present in the group I The latter of which is also of order m, 
when m = 2m', m' odd. 

Suppose next that m = 4m', where ml is odd. The cyclic subgroups 5 A } 
and I B t are the same as before; but, since (AB)2m' = A4m' = 1, the group I AB 
is of order 2m', and does not contain the operators of the form A4t1. We must, 

therefore, have an additional subgroup I A3B I which is of order m and con- 
2' 

tains all the operators of the form A4tl-B; for 

(A3B)2r+l = A8r+3B, 

and A8r +3 A8r+ 3- 4m' = A8r' -I1 (rf=. r _m'-1 ) 

In general, if m = 2k m', where ml is odd, the smallest number of cyclic 
subgroups which include all the operators is k + 2. For example, Aj, A B ' of 
order m, and 

(j= 1, 2 .... k) 

of order 2? respectively, excepting I A2-1'B , which is of order m To prove 
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this latter statement, suppose that 

{ A2'-'B }2= A2 +1 t 1. 
This will be true if 

t. 2J+lO, (mod 2km'). 

Hence, t_O, (mod 2-J-m). 

For j K;, the least value of 2t satisfying this condition is seen to be 2m 

and for j= k it is 2 

?23.-For the subgroups of type 6 we have 

m = A (,p2n _-1 

and since pn = 41 i 1, it results that 

m = 41(214 1), 

so that there are at least four cyclic subgroups. 
The multipliers of A27-1B being 

-2' -2i Xi2+ 
+ :2 + lpn 

it may happen that X2'+1 is in the GF [pn] * This can only happen when pn + I 
is a power of 2, and hence only when d 2. Since in that case pn + 1 is always 
divisible by 2k, it is necessary that p' + 1 be exactly 21. If this condition be 
satisfied, the values j = k - 1 and j = k are such that a2'+' is in the GF [pn] 
(e. g. pn = 3, k = 2 ; pn = 7, k_ 3). We must therefore omit the correspond- 
ing cyclic groups, otherwise they would be duplicated in the enumeration of 
those of type Il (i). 

In general, there will be for H, k + 2 sets, each containing M/ 2pn (p2n_- 1)2 

conjugate cyclic subgroups, the orders ,being for A and B, 4 (p2l - 1); for 
. A2'-BS, (j=1 2 . k -1) it is 2-0+) (p2 _1); while for I"A2 -lB it is 
2-k (pn _ 1), where 2k is highest power of 2 contained in 4 (P2n 1). 

?24.-The period of the substitution A in G is the least integer t such that 
A,-t (pn + 1) = %2t = %2tpu. 

Hence t is a multiple of 4 (pn + 1), say hI (pn + 1). Then 
A,- A (p-+ 1)?2 = h (pn + 1) 
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therefore, h (pn + 1)[1 +j(pn+ 1)] =0, (mod pZn 1), 

or jh(pn + 3)=0, (mnodpn-1), 

Since [p? + 3, pnl- 1] =d, it follows that 

-fh -d- (pn 1), whence t ==d(p%n_1) 

except when d= 4 and k= 2, in which case pfl + 3 is divisible by 8, so that the 

least value of h is 1 1(pn-l) or t =(p2l - 1) (cf. ?25). 
Since t is even in all cases, excepting when it is 8 (p2- 1) it follows that 

B is of period - (p2n 1) in all cases. 

The period of the substitution A2'-'B considered in the group G, is the 

least integer t such that 

( -2i(pn+t m = XV+m _A2i+ lpn- 
m 

which requiires that 2jlmr be a multiple of pl + 1, say 1 (pn + 1). We obtain 
after a slight reduction, the condition 

2i+;l 2 2 -2} O, (modpn-1). (1) 

Since (p -1) is odd when d = 2, it follows for j < k -2 that the least integer 

h satisfying this condition is h =_pn _1-, the quantity in parenthesis being prime 

to pn - 1. Hence, the period t of the substitutionis 

A2 'B (j k - 2) 
is 2 1. (p 1 ). 

Where j_k- 1, the term 
p2n-1 p2tm-1 

2i+2 2k + 1 

is odd, so that the bracketed quanity in (1) is even. It results that the least 

value of h is now I (pn - 1), and hence the period for this substitution is 

2-(kl). (p2n - 1). Finally, when j = k, the congruence (1) may be written 

ih pk1 (p n 0 1)-4 (mod_-p1), (2) 

showing that h 2 (pn _ 1) and the period t is then 2- (p2n - 1). 

The result is that for d= 2 the periods of all the substitutions remain 
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unchanged in passing to G, with the one exceptionj= k-1. The corresponding 
substitution being of period one-half of the period of the substitution in G from 
which it is derived. 

When d= 4, the congruence (1) may be written 

h {9_ 
I 

o_ Y}r,(nod P 2) 3 

The highest power of 2 contained in pf - 1 is now 2k. Hence, when k > 2, 

is even, so that the quantity in the bracket is prime to 21, forj < k-2. 
4 2< 

Therefore, 
h = (pn _ )t t= 2-(j+2) )2n 1. 

If j= k 2, the quantity in brackets is divisible by 2. Hence, 

h='(pn 1), t=- 2(k +1). (p2n_ 

Whenj k- 1, congruence (3) shows that 

h=_?n_ 1, t= 2-k (p 2n-1 

and when j= k, writing (3) in the form 

h {P 7 _(pn - ) - 4 } O, mod"?'). 

we see that h= 2(pn - 1) and t 2 k (p2 
_ 1). 

The results, then, for d = 4 are that the cyclic subgroups in G are of 
orders one-half the orders of the corresponding groups in H, with the exception 
of those for which j has the values k, k - 1, k - 2, the corresponding groups 

being of orders, the same for the first two, as in H and for the last, one-fourth of 
the order of the corresponding group in H. 

?25.-The most general substitution of type 6 is of one of the two forms A 

or AtB. The multipliers of At'-B being 

-P-t~~ 2 p- A2t % 2,tp'4 

the multipliers of V2At-1B will be the negative of these. Since 

%2t _ >.P g-__ 2 
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we see that when d =2, 92A-1B =At', where 

t'= [P2~71 + 2t], 

for -t' -(p -- 1) 4 1) _t p-t 

Hence, when d = 2, any substitution of the type is of the form At or O'At 
Therefore in G there will be a single set of 

MI 2pTh (p"9n 1)2 

conjugate cyclic subgroups of order I (pzn 1). 

When d = 4, the substitution At lB is the same as E?Ar (tlhe case k_ 2 
excepted), where r = t - 1 

(p2n 1). For, the multipliers of ?)AT are 

opr fw .x %>,2t %;2tpn 

pn _1 

Hence, we must have op-r p-t. Since 0 = p 4 

pn-l pn+ pn + l 

op r = op-t p 4 * 2 = 0 p-t0 2 = p-t -t 

when I is even (i. e k > 2), where pn 41 + 1. 
When k = 2, both A } and { B produce distinct cyclic subgroups in G 

but of order {(p2n_ 1) (cf. ?24). In all other cases there is a single set of 

MI 2pn (p2n - 1)2 

conjugate cyclic subgroups of order T (p2n 1). 
In ?20 it was shown that the equation 

a 2xp+- 1 

could be satisfied by pn (pn - 1) values of a and x when d = 1, and by (pn - 1)2 

when d = 2 or 4. Accounting for permutationis, these solutions produce respect- 

ively I 
pn (pn - 1) and A (pn_ 1)2 sets of conjugate substitutions, each set con- 

taining 
MIppn (p2n - 1)2 

distinct substitutions, making a total of 

MI 2 (pn _ 1)(pn + 1)2 for d= 1, 
Ml2pn(,p+ 1)2 for d= 2 
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distinct substitutions reducible to this type. 

Type 6 (ii). 

?26 -The general substitution S of this type is 

x/-=ax, y = a(y + x), z' = Vz, WI =-tp.w (a2%t (P +l)= 1) 

where x is a primitive root of the GF [p2.n] When d = 1 there will be a single 
set of conjugate cyclic subgroups of order 2 (p2n -1), of which the typical gener- 
ator may be taken as the substitution S with t = 1. It is evident that this set 
will contain all the substitutions of the set of type 6 (i) for d = 1. 

There are npn (p2n -1) substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

xi= ax, yI = bx + ay, z' = 2;z, w' - Xp,w (a2%r (p+ + 1) . 

The number of substitutions conjugate to S is therefore 

iM7p n (p2n - 1) 

But S and the pln + pn - 1 power of S are conjugate since their multipliers are 

only permuted. Hence there are in the set 

Ml 2pn (p2n _ 1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups when d = 1. 
When d = 2 or 4, there will be an arrangement of complete sets of conju- 

gate subgroups similar to that for type 6 (i). The two generators A and B now 

take the form 

A: x1 FXI, y p (y + x), z_ =2z, WI = V', 

B: xt= FX yI -p1 (y+ x), z' =\z, w'I = %p. +) 

where, as before, p = A+ I The periods of A and B are both 1 p (p2n -1), and 

since AB = BA and Al = B2, we may apply directly the results of ?22, putting 

m = ( -l) 

The formulation of the number of sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups is the 

same as for 6 (i), and hence will not be repeated here. It must be noticed, how- 

ever, that each generator is conjugate with 2 (p -1) of its powers, viz. all those 

that have the same multipliers and in which the exponent of the power is not 

divisible by p (cf. ? 15). 
The number of ways the canonical form can be set up is the samne as for 
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type 6(i). Hence if dc= 1, there are gpn(pfn_l) sets, and when d = 2 or 4, 
there are y (pn 1)2 sets, each containing 

Mpn ( p2n 1) 

distinct conjugate substitutions. 

?27.-When the characteristic equation has all its roots in the GF [pn] , the 
determinant of the substitutions is a137( = 1. For the types 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, 
it is necessary to know how many solutions there are of this equation, with the 
assigned equality relations amongst the roots peculiar to the respective canonical 
forms. The question will first be taken up for d = 1. 

Solutions of the Equations afl7( = 1 when d = 1. 

The total number of possible solutions is evidently (pTh - 1)3. If three of 
the multipliers a, ,3, y, S be equal say a = 3 = y/ * A, then a36 = 1, which has 
(pf - 2) solutions a * A. Since any three out of the four may be equal, there 
are in all 4 (pn - 2) solutions with just three multipliers equal (cf. type 9). 
Just two of the multipliers will be equal for six times the number of solutions of 

a2)(3 = 1, (at * y or A). 
For the p- 2 values of a * 0 or 1, y' may take p n - 4 values, since it canniot 
equal 0, a, a-' or a-3. If a = 1, y may take pn-2 values, *: 0 or 1. For each 
pair of valuos of a and y thus assigned, ( is determined and is unequal to them. 
Hence there are 

6 [(pn.- 2)(pn 4) + (p -2)] =6 (p -2)(ptn- 3) 

solutions with only two mnultipliers equal (cf. type 8). 
For each of the pn 2 values of a, a * 1 or 0 and 3-=a, there is one 

value of 7, viz. y = a-1 such that ( = y. Hence, there are 3 (pn - 2) sets of 
solutions with the mnultipliers equal in pairs (cf. type 11). 

Excluding the identity, there remain 

(pn 1)3 - 4 (p n 2)- 6 (pn - 2)(p n - 3)- 3 (p n- 2) - 1 
= (pn- 2)(ptn ---3)(pn -4) 

sets with all the multipliers distinct (cf. type 7). 

? 28 .-Solutions of the Equation ad37( = 1 when d = 2 or 4. 

For the ppn - d - I values of a, a * 0, and not equal to d of the quantities 
1, 0 02, 03 present in the field, the mark y takes pt - 5 values, satisfying the 

46 
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corndition that y*ca, but y = , the excluded values of y being 0, i x-4, oc, a-3. 

For the d values of ao, viz. 1, 0, 02 , 0), y takes pn_ 3 values, for in this case 
-' 0, 0- I=-03 and 0- I 0, so that only three values for y must be excluded. 

Allowing for permutations, there are then 

6 (pn -d-1)(pn -5) + 6d (pn -3) 

sets of solutions with only two multipliers equal. 
For every value of oc * 1, 0, 02, 03, there are two values of y, viz. ? a-', for 

which a = fi and y = 6, (a * y/); and for each of the d values 1, 0, 02, 01, there 
is one such solution. Hence there will be 

6(pn-d-1) + 3d 

sets of multipliers equal in pairs. There will be 4 (pfl 1 - d) with just three 
equal and d sets with all four equal. There remain, therefore, 

n 
n_ 1)3 -4 (,,n ;11) 6 (4pn - d - - 1)(pn _5) 

- 6d(pn - 3) -- 6 (pn - d - 1) - 4dX 

or p3n g p2n + 29 p - 6d -21 

sets with all of the multipliers distinct. (This formula does not hold for d 1, 
as may be seen by comparing the two results.) 

Type 7 

?29.-Since four unequal multipliers may be permuted in 24 distinct ways, 
it follows from the preceding articles that there are 1 g distinct substitutions of 
this type where 

g = (p"- 2)(pn - 3)(pn_ 4)7 (d = 1), 
g p3n 9p 2n + 29 ,n 6d - 21, (d _ 2 or 4). 

There are (pn _ 1)3 commutative substituitions for this type, viz. 

xt ax, y'= by, z'=cz, w' ew, (abce- 1). 

Hence, there are g sets of conjugate substitutions, each set containing 
H/ (p n 1 i)3 substitutions of period a factor of pn - 1 

The number of distinct substitutions of this type of period exactly pn - 1, 
can be shown to be 
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where 

PI Pk being the distinct prime factors of pn- 1. Fi (p n_ 1) designates the 
number of ways of choosing i integers equal to or less than pn _ 1, the different 
permutations of the i integers being considered, and such that their greatest 
common divisor with p_n - 1 is unity.* 

Y4pe 8 (i). 

?30. S: x' =oax, y'=aay, z' = gz, w1 = yw, (ay_ 1). 

In ??27, 28, the number of sets of multipliers, say q, for this type was 
shown to be 

6 (pn- 2)(p n_ 3), (d= 1) 
6 [ (p n_ 1) (p n _ 5) + 2dl (d= 2 or 4). 

But four letters, two of which are equal, may be permuted in 12 distinct ways. 

Hence there are 12 sets of conjugate substitutions. 

There are pn (pn _ I)3(pn + 1) substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

x' =ax+ by, y'= a'x +b'y, zf'cz, w1=ew, 

[ce (abl - a'b)] 1. 

Hence each one of the q 2 sets contains 
1 2 

M/pn (pn_l1)3(pn +1) 

conjugate substitutions of period a factor of pfl 1. 

Type 8 (ii). 

?31.-There are pn (pn _ 1)2 substitutions commutative with a substitution 
of this type, viz. all of those of the form 

xt = ax, y =bx + ay, z'rcz, WI 'ew, (abc2 I). 

Hence the 12 sets for this type each contain 

MI/pn (pn _ 1)2 

* Jordaln, iTraitA des Substitutions," p. 96. 
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conjugate substitutions each of period a factor of p (pn 1). 

Type 9 (i).. 
?3 2.-A substitution 

5: X-=px, y=p (y + X), Z p (Z+y), W' = p-W 

exists for which p is a primitive root of the GF [pn]. Since S" is 

x xmn, y (y+ m) z pm (z + my + m (m-1) Z), =-3mw 

the period of S is p (pn - 1) for p > 2, and for p 2 it is 4 (2n-1). 
The most general substitution W of this type has the form 

xI =_ kX y pk (y + X), z = pk (z + y), WIp 3W 

Hence W is the power (k - 1)(p' - 1) + k of S. For 
p(k-l1)(P p- 1) Jr k = pkc 

and (k - 1)(pn-1) + k=1, (modp). 

Therefore there is a single set of conjugate cyclic subgroups for this type. 
There are p2nl (pfn 1) substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

X'=ax, y'=bx + ay, z' =cx +by + az, wIew, (a3e= 1), 

and hence M/p2n (pn - 1) 

conjugate with it. 
When d = 1, Sand 82P"- 1 are conjugates, and when d= 2 or 4, S will be 

conjugate with all of its powers such that 

m- (mod n 
1), mn f0 ,(modp). 

Hence m has the form h (pn _ 1) + 1, where h can take all the values 
2, 3 . . . . p; so S is conjugate with (p - 1) of its powers. Indeed, a substitu- 

tion V transforming S into Sm (m not divisible by p) is 

x x, y'my, Z 'x + 
I 
m (m-1) + m2Z, wIaw? (m3a l) 

Hence, when d = 1, the set contains 

M/22 (P n 
1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups of order 4 (2 -1), and when d = 2 or 4, it has 

.Ml/(p - 1) p2 (p- 1) 

such subgroups, each being of order p (pn _ 1). 
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The period of S in G for d > 1 is the least integer t . p such that 
ptp-3t or 4 =1 

Hence t= d (pn _ 1) and pt = p (pn _1). Therefore the set in G contains 

the same number of cyclic subgroups as the set in II, but of orders reduced in 
the ratio 1 : d. 

From the results of ??26, 27, it follows that there are in H, pn - d I dis- 
tinct sets each containing 

M/p2l (p- 1) 

conjugate substitutions, and in G there are d (p' d -1) such sets. 

Type 9 (ii). 

?33.-There will be a single set of conjugate substitutions for this type, of 
which the typical generator is 

A: XlpX, y' = p (y + x), ZI =pz, w'-=p-3W, 

where again p is a primitive root of the GF [pn]j. The period of S is p (p" - 1) 

for all cases, and the period of the corresponding substitution in G is 

p (pn-i) 

There are p31n (pn _ 1)2 substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

xi= ax, y= bx + ay + cz, z ex +fz, uw'=gw, (a2fg1) 

and hence there are 
Mi/ph (p- 1)2 

substitutions conjugate to S. But S is conjugate with p -- I of its powers, viz. 
those whose exponents are 

m h(p- 1)+1, ( 2, 3,. ). 
Indeed, the substitution 

x'-;X, y'=my, z'z w'=aw (am 1) 

transforms S into Sm. Hence there are 

M/(p _ 1)p3n (pn-1)2 

conjugate cyclic subgroups in the set. 
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From ??26, 27, it follows that there are in H_fn - d -1 sets of conjugate 

substitutions for this type, each set containing 

M/S)n (p-n _ 1)2 

substitutions, and in G there are (1 (p - d -1) such sets. 

Type 9 (iii). 

?34.-The typical generator in this case is 

8: x' px, yf-py, Z/ =pZ, W'=p-3W 

of period pn _1in Hand I 
(Pn-1) in G. 

The commutative substitution Tin this case will have the form 

xI = alx + bjy + c1z, y'=a2x + b2y + c2Z zI = a3x + b3y + C3z, w =ew 

with determinant 
a, b, cl 

e a2 62 b5 =1. 
a3 b3 C3 

The number of ways this determinant can be set up is equal to the order of the 

general ternary group, viz. 

S = (pn - 1)(p3l 
n 

p_n)(p3n _.p2n). 

Since s is not conjugate with any of its powers, there are M/s conjugate 

cyclic subgroups in the set, each group containing p_n - d - 1 substitutions 

reducible to this canonical form. In G there will be the same arrangement of 

cyclic subgroups with the order of each 
1 

(pn _ 1) instead of pn _1, y ~~~~~~~d 

Type 10 (i). 

?35.-The general substitution S of this type has the form 

x' =ax, y = a(y +xf), z'= a (z +y), w'-=a (w +z), (a 4= 1) 

When d=1,a=1;d=2,a=+1, and when d=4,a= 1, 0, 02 or 03, 

where 0 denotes always a primitive root of the equation d4= 1. Hence, there 
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are in H, d sets of conjugate substitutions. To find the period of S, consider 
s, viz. 

xi=ax, y? =aM(y+mx), zi=am(z+my+m(m 1) 

wt (=+ ' w +m(m71) +m (m 1)(m 2) ) 

Wlheni d = 1, i. e. p = 2 and a = 1, the period is evidently 4; for p =3 the 
period is 9 for a + 1 and 18 for a 1. For d 2, p * 3, the period is 
p or 2p, according as a = + 1 or a -1. When d= 4, the period is p, 4p, 
2p or 4p, according as a 1, 0, 02 or 03 respectively. 

The following substitution W 

= alx, y= a2x + maly, z = a3+ [2ma2+m(m-1)aly+rn2a1z, 
W= a4x + [ma3 + -n (m - 1) a2 + in (rn - 1)(m - 2) a1] y 

+ - [2m2a2 + m2 (m - 1) a1 + m2 (m -1) aJ] z + mr3alw 

is the most general substitution transforming S into sm. The determinant of W 
being m6at, is different from zero only when m is not a multiple of p, and in that 
case the determinant can be made equal to unity by properly choosing a,. 
Hence S is conjugate with all its powers, the exponents of which are not mul- 
tiples of p. 

There are dp3n substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

= ax, y' = bx+ay, z'=cx+by +az, w =fx +cy+bz+ az, (a4=1). 

Hence, there are M/dp3n substitutions conjugate to S. 
In the particular case p = 3, the substitutions 5, 52, 54, 58, S' and S8 are con- 

jugates when a + 1, making in the set - - conjugate cyclic subgroups jugats whe + maing i the 6dp8Th 32 

of order 9. When p = 3 and a 1, S is conjugate with 12 of its powers, 

giving them a set of M subgroups of order 18. 
648 

When d = 2, p > 3, the substitution S is conjugate with p -1 of its powers 
when a = 1, and with 2 (p - 1) when a - 1. It results, therefore, that the 
corresponding sets contain respectively 

M1/ 2 (p - 1) pln, 1M/4 (p - ) p3ln 

conjugate cyclic subgroups with orders p and 2p. 
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When d = 4, S is conjugate with p-1, 2 (p- 1) or 4 ()- 1) of its 
powers according as a is + 1, - 1 or 0 or Q3. The four sets have, then, respec- 

tively, 
Ml/4 (p- 1l)p3n, M/ 8 (p-_1) p3n, 11/ 16 (-1 ) p3n 

conjugate cyclic subgroups. 
Since in each of the d sets of conjugate substitutions, there are M/dp3n sub- 

stitutions, the total number of substitutions reducible to this canonical form is 
M/p3. 

?36.-The period of i in the fractional group G is independent of a, and is 
equal to 4 when d = 1 ; for d = 2 and p = 3, it is 9; for d = 2, p * 3, and for 
d = 4, it is p. In all cases there is a single set of conjugate cyclic subgroups. 
The number of substitutions conjugate to S in G is I/p'n, the same as in II. For 
d = 1, the structure of the set is, of course, the same in both groups, and gener- 
ally the set in G is abstractly identical with the corresponding set in H arising 
for a = 1. In passing to G, the d sets of H are absorbed into this one. 

By a discussion analogous to that of ?16, the d subtypes 10 (i), 10' (i), 10" (i) 
and 10o" (i) that are present may each be shown to have a structure identical with 
that of 10 (i) just discussed. Hence, the group G has d sets of conjugate cyclic 
subgroups arising from this type. 

Type 10 (ii). 

?37.-There are d sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups for this type of which 
the general substitutioni S is 

xf= aGx, y' I- a (y + a;), dz_ a (z + y), wl =aw, (a-W 

The period ofSis 4 when p-2 (i. e. d 1 anda 1); fora=1,p 2, the 

period isp; for a _ -1, it is 2p, and for a = 0 or 01, it is 4p (cf. ?35). 
If m is prime to p, the substitution 

x/= x, y= r-lyn z= w-=mw = Z 2m Y' W )n 

transforms S into sn. Hence, for p = 2, S and SI are conjugates. If a = 1, 

P * 2, S is conjugate with p-1 of its powers, if a =-1, with 2(p-1) 

powers, and if a 0 or 03, with 4 (p - 1) of its powers. Since there are 
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p4n (pn 1) substitutions 

i = a1x, y/ = a?2x + aiy, zi = a8x + a2y + alz J a4w, w' ax + a6w, (a3f=1) 

it follows that the set for p = 2, (d = 1) contains 

M/ 2p4n ( pn 1) 

subgroups; when a _ I, p * 2, the set contains 

MH/(p-_1) p4n (pn 1 

subgroups; when a = - 1, there are 

M/ 2 (p -1) /)In (pn_ ^I ) 

and when a = 0 or 03, there will be 

iMf/4(p - 1)p4ln(p2n1) 
subgroups in the set. 

Since there are M/p4n (pn 1) substitutions in each of the d coinplete sets 
of conjugate substitutions, it follows that there are in H 

d1/p4n (pn - 1) 

substitutions reducible to this canonical form. 
The structure of the set in G is again the same as the set in H given by 

a = I (cf ?36), the d sets of the group H being merged itito a single set in G. 

Type 10 (iii). 

?38.-As in the two preceding cases, there are d types corresponding to the 

d solutions of a4 = 1, viz. 

8: x;'= ax, y'=a(y +x), z' a=z, w'=aw, (a 1). 

If a = I, the period is equal to p for all cases. The periods for the other 

values of a are the same as in type 10 (ii), and here also S will he conijugate 
with all its powers, the exponents of which are prime to p. 

There are S-pn (p%2f *)(p2n 
_ pi) 

substitutions commutative with sS, viz. 

f= alx, yf = a2x + a1y + a3z + a4w, 
zr - a5x + a6 z+a7w, v -a8x 4+ agy + alow, (1A 1), 

47 
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where AN = (a6a10 - a7a9). For each of the pn_ 1 values of a, * 0, A is deter- 
mined, so that there are (p2n _ -1)(p2n p,pn) corresponding sets of values for 
a6, a10, a7, a9. Hence there are s solutions of a2A = 1. 

When a = 1, therefore, there are 

M/s (P 1) 

conjugate cyclic subgroups in the set; when a =-1, or a = 0 or 03, there are 
respectively 

M/2s (p -1) and M/4s (p -1) 

such subgroups. The results for G will again be gotten by putting a-, giv- 
ing in all cases one set of conjugate cyclic subgroups. 

Type 10 (iv). 

?39.-There are d sets for this type, of which the general substitution is 

ASo: x-ax, y' =a(y+x), z'=Caz, w'=a(w+z), 

the period of S being in all cases exactly as in the preceding type, and S being 
conjugate with all its powers, the exponents of which are not divisible by p. 

The most general substitution T commutative with S has the canonical form 

= alx + a2z, y'=a3ax + aly + a4z + a2w, 
ZI = a6x + a7z. w' a8X + a6y + a1oz + a7w 

with determinant 

a, 0 a2 0 a, a2 0 0 

A 

| 

a3 a1 
a4 

a2 _ a6 
a7 0 0 

(ala7 - a6)2 
2 

a6 0 7 0 3 a4 a a2 
a8 a6 a10 a7 a8 al0 a6 a7 

Hence when d = 1, there are 
S = p 

5 
( p2n 

substitutions commutative with S, and when d = 2 or 4 there are 2 such substi- 
tutions, and consequently M/8 and M/ 2s substitutions conjugate with S respec- 
tively. Therefore, when d = 1 the set contains M/s subgroups, when a =1, 
d * 1, it contains M/2s( p - 1) subgroups; when a --1, it has M/4(p -1)s, 
and when a = 0 or 03, there will be M/8 (p - 1) s conjugate cyclic subgroups. 

Since the structure of type 10' (iv) is exactly the same as for this type, each 
of the above results are duplicated for that type when d = 2 or 4. 
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The group G contains a single set of conjugate cyclic subgroups from type 
10 (iv) abstractly identical with the set in H given by a = 1. When d = 2 or 4, 
10' (iv) also produces a set in G distinct from the preceding one. 

Altogether, types 10 (iv) and 10' (iv) give rise to dM/s substitutions in H7 
and to M/s substitutions in G. 

Type 10 (v). 

?40.-The substitution 

X' =Lax, y/ = oy, z' az, w =aw, (a-= 1) 

is one of the substitutions E9i, a taking d of the values 1, 0, 02, 03. These d sub 
stitutions form precisely the invariant subgroup that defines the isomorphism 
between Hand G. 

Type I 1 (i). 

?41 .-The general substitution of this type has the canonical form 

8: x'= -ax, y =ay 7 z' =gz, &=Ow ?..g253 = (2 1 X (X : ) 

the period of which is ppn _ 1. If p is a primitive root of the GF [pn], then 
when d = 1 , every substitution of the above form is a power of the substitution 
with multipliers p, p, p-1, p'1. There will be in Hand in G, therefore, a single 
set of conjugate cyclic subgroups. 

The most general substitution commutative with one of this type is 

XI= alx + b,y. y' a2x + b2y, z' = clz + dlw, w' = c2z + d2w, 

with determinant 
(aib2-a2b)(cd2 - c2d) = 1. 

One of the factors may be chosen arbitrarily in (p2fl 1)(p2n - pn) ways; the 
othier factor, being then determined by the above relation, can be satisfied in 
pfl (p2n- 1) ways. Hence in all there are 

s = (pf2 - pn) (pn + 1)(p- 1) 

commutative substitutions. Since the only power of S conjugate to S is S-1, 

there will be in H and in G for d-= 1, M/ 2e conjugate cyclic subgroups in the 

set, each subgroup containing pn_ 2 substitutions reducible to this type, 
(cf. ?27). 

Type 1 I (i) for d = 2 or 4. 
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?42.-Xl1 this case there will not be a single set of conjugate cyclic sub- 
groups in H. Let A be the substitution 

A: x' px, y =py, z f=-fz, uVl _ p iw, 

and let B be the substitution 
B: xac= px, y'=py, z'- -F z W'- p- w. 

Any substitution in this canonical form is then representable either in the formn 
At or AtB. This can be verified by noticing that the multipliers of the general 
substitution are 

ph h pi p h 

which, with the plus sign, are the nmultipliers of Ah and with the minus sign are 
those of Ah'B. Furthermore, A and B are of period p_p - I and fulfil the 
relations 

AB= BA, A2 =B2 

We may therefore apply directly the results of ?22 to determine the cyclic sub- 
groups. 

Putting then the m of ?20 equal to pfn _ 1, k becomes the highest power of 
2 conitained in pfl - 1, so that k = 1 if d = 2, and there are in that case three 
cyclic subgroups 

each of order pn 1. When d = 4, k > 2, and there are k + 2 cyclic subgroups, 
A t and I B t of order (pn 1) andj 

gA22-l3t,(j= 1, 2,...k-I) 
of order 2-i (pn-1) respectively, and, finally, {A2k -1B of order 2-(k41) (pn_ 1). 

The substitution A is conjugate with its reciprocal. Consider the substitu- 

tion A2-'B. Its multipliers are 
ski 2 p-2 _ f-2' 

The tth power of this substitution will have the same set of multipliers for 
t <p - 1, only if 

t. !_ I (pn -1)- _2f (mod n - 1 

which may be written, when j < k, in the form 

(1) t _2-UJ+1).(pn- 1) 1j (mod 2-i (pn )) 
Therefore we may take 

or2-'j+'(p 1 1 + h2-j (p - 1) 

or t(2h + 1) 2-(j+) (p n _I)_-1 
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where h may take the values 0, 1, . ..- 2 1. Hence, the substitution A21" -'B 
is conjugate with 2' of its powers. The particular value j = 0 gives the substi- 
tution B, which is therefore conjugate with one of its powers, viz. the power 
W (p-3). 

When j = k, the congruence (1) has no solutions. It results, then, that the 
set of which J A is the typical subgroup, contains 1/2s conjugate cyclic sub- 
groups. The set corresponding to the groups 

JA2j2-1Bt, (j= - O 1 .. *k / - 1) 

will contain M/2Js such subgroups, while the set, of which JA 2k-8 is the 
typical generator, will contain il/s subgrouips. 

?43.-The period of the substitution A considered in the group G is the 
least integer r such that 

fr= p- r 

hence for d = 2 or 4, r is ; (pn- 1). 

The period of the substitution I A23-'Bt is the least integer r such that 

p2ir -pr (pn$-1) -2-11 r 

Henice, r ( 2j+' - (_p _-1))-O,0 (niod. _pn _ 

or r (1-- P + 0, m 1)ft- 

Hence, forj k -- 3,r=2(itl.pn_1). When jk-2, we may write the 
congruence in the form 

s 1 ( 1-P 2k )2-ko, (mod 2n7), 

so that r = 2k (pn 1). Whenj=k--1,wehave 

r (2- 1- ) (mod 
n 

) 

hence, r = 2-(k1) (pfl- 1); finally, when j = k, we find r= 2(k1). (p _ I ). 
When d= 2, the order of I A} reduces one-half, while those of' tB and 

{AB} remain unchanged in passing to G. When d=4, the orders of the 
groups 

JA, {A.2'B~, (j-=, 1, 2. k -3) 

are reduced one-half; the order of the group IA2 -2Bt is reduced one-fourth, 
while for j = k -1 and j = k - 2 the orders of the corresponding groups remain 
unchanged. 
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Since A has the rnultipliers p, p, VA ,p', ?2Awill have the negative of 
these as multipliers, and since 

- P9(P"r1) P_1 = (pn -3) 

we see that 92A is A to the power 4 (p'n 1). 

The substitution ?2B is not equal to any power of B but is conjutgate with 
B-1. Hence in G there are half as many cyclic subgroups in the set of which 

BI is the typical subgroup; the orders as we have seen remaining unchanged. 
The set of which {A} is the typical subgroup has the orders of the subgroups 
shortened one-half, while the number of subgroups is unchanged. 

The substitution @-2AB is conjugate with (AB)-1. Hence its properties in 
(G) are the same as those for the substitution B. 

It will be shown that when d = 4, all these sets of cyclic groups unite to 

form a single set in the group G. To this end consider ?3A2-'B whose multi- 
pliers are 

092', 0p2i, 03p 
, 

3 S'. 

where 0 = 
9 

('n -'?. It results that 
E)Av- IB = At, 

where t = i (pnl - 1) + 2i. This may be verified by noticing that 

O0p22 = pt and 0f3p- 2 = (0p2i = pt 

It results that all of the substitutions of the type in I are for d = 4 of the form 
Ar or eAr, hence in G there is a single set of conjugate cyclic subgroups. 

From ? 28 it follows that there are for d = 2 or 4, pn -1- 1 d distinct ways 
of setting up this canonical form for the sets of solutions there determined, are 
permuted in six different ways. Hence there will be pnl 1-4 d complete sets 
of conjugate substitutions for this type, each set containing M/s distinct substi- 
tutions. 

In the group G there will be, for d = 2, 4- (pn_ 1) sets of conljugate 
substitutions; for among the pn - 2 sets in H, will occur the multipliers 
(1, 1, -1, -1) which are simply permuted if one multiplies by 02, while 
the other sets of multipliers are permuted in pairs. When d = 4, there 
is also the set (0, 0, 03, 03) which unites with the set (- 1, -1, 1, 1) to 
form a single substitution in G. The remaining pn _ 5 substitutions in H unite 

by fours; hence in all there are i (pn - 1) distinct sets. In general, then, there 

are, for d = 2 or 4, 1 
(pn _ 1) sets of conjugate substitutions, all but one con- 
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taining M/s/ substitutions. The exceptional set is the one arising from the mul- 
tipliers (- 1, - 1, 1,1) when d 2, and the one coming from the sets of mul- 
tipliers (-1, -1, 1, 1) and (0, 0, 03, 03) when d = 4. This set comes under the 
discussion of ? 1, the multipliers in the homogeneous group being of the form 

.211 1 02M 02 

Hence, there are one-half as many conjugate substitutions in G as in H, so that 
this set contains M/2s conjugate substitutions. 

Type 11 (ii). 

?44.-The general substitution of this canonical form is 

S: x' ax, y= a (y +x), z/3z, w'-, (w + z). 

the period of which in H is p (p'- 1) or a factor of it, while the period of S in 
G is np(p. 1). 

When d 1, there are p2n (p' _ 1) substitutions T commutative with S, 
and when d = 2 or 4, there are 2pZ2l (pfl 1) such substituitions, viz. all of the 
form 

= a1x, y' -a2x + a,y, z' = b1z, w' = b2z + blw, (ac2b= 1). 

Just as for type 11 (i) there will be a single set of conjugate substitutions 
and since S and S2p-S3 are the only powers of S that are conjugate, there will be 
M/ 2p2n (p n- 1) substitutions in the set. 

When d = 2 or 4, there will be an arrangement of sets of conjugate cyclic 
subgroups corresponding to that for the preceding type. In determining the 
number of cyclic subgroups in the set in H, it must be noticed that the generator 
is conjugate with all its powers, the exponents of which are prime to p and 
which have the same set of multipliers. 

There will be in H, p I - 1- f d sets of conjugate substitutions, each set 
containilng 

M/ 2p2n (pn- ) 
substitutions. 

Type 1 1 (iii). 

?45. S: xI= px, y' py, z' = p-',z, w =pl (w + z). 

The discussion of this type is similar to that for the preceding types. The 
period of S in H is p(pn _-1) and in G it is p(pn1) 
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There are 
S=-pn ( p2n- )(p2n _ pn) 

substitutions commutative with S, viz. 

x' = apx + bly, y' = a2x + b2y, Zt = a3Z, ' =b z + at3w, (a, [ab - a26b] = 1). 

In this case S is not conjugate with any of its powers for d = 1. Hence, the 
set contains M/s conjugate cyclic subgroups. Applying the results of ? 22, we 
see that as in type 11 (i) there are 3 sets of conjugate cyclic subgroups when 
d = 2, and k + 3 when d = 4, k beinog the highest power of 2 contained in 
4}gn_1 

When d = 1, there are pn - 2 complete sets of conjugate substitutions, and 
d 

when d = 2 or 4, pn _ 1 - 2 sets, each set containing if/s substitutions. 

?46.-As a partial verification of the correctness of the results, it will be 
found that the sum of the totals of the number of substitutions reducible to the 
various canonical forms in H is equal to i the order of H. 

The following table slhows the results for pf= 2. The group is then of 
order 20160, and is simply isomorphic with the alternating group on 8 letters, 
On account of the low value of pnf, no substitutions occur for the types omitted 
from the table, and for each type present there is a single set of conjugate sub- 
groups. 

Order Number of Sumbstiteti o Type of Correspond- 
Type. of Sub- Subgroups Reducible ing Literal 

groups. in set. to Type.e Substitutions. 

I 1 15 336 4032 f(12345) 
(12345)(6 78) 

2 7 960 5760 (1234567) 
4 (i) 6 840 1680 (12)(34)(567) 
4 (ii) 3 56 112 (123) 
6 (i) 3 560 1120 (123)(456) 
6 (ii) 6 1680 3360 (123456)(78) 

10 (i) 4 1260 2520 (1 234)(56) 
10 (ii) 4 630 1260 (1234)(5678) 
10 (iii) 2 105 105 (1 2)(34)(56)(78) 
10 (iv) 2 210 210 (1 2)(34) 
Identity 1 

20160 

UNIVEMRSITY OF CHICAGO, May 1, 1901. 
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